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Lighthouse north
The reef wall is scattered over numerous sandy patches with enormous
pinnacles rising from all directions,
which disappear into the deep.

Countless garden eels looking out
of their hiding places, rocking in the
soft current. Watching these animals
makes this spot so exceptional.

A never ending abundance of stony
coral, including yellow waver and
rasberry coral is waiting for you.

Napoleon Reef
Mashraba

Eel Garden

Moray Garden

Offering a wide range of hard and
soft coral, combined with outstanding topography, our house reef is
one of the most beautiful reefs of
Dahab.

Hidden Islands

Lighthouse
south

Lagoon

Ras Abu Galum
The Camel Safari to Ras Abu Galum is
a unique opportunity to experience
the desert like a Bedouin, on the back
of a camel. You get to enjoy stunning
views along the way before you dive
into the fantastic underwater world.
Big schools of reef fish an colorful
Coral Gardens are waiting for you.
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The Bells

Canyon
Light is coming through the crack
while you sit in semi-darkness surrounded by schools of fish. Not only
the Canyon itself but the coral garden around the entrance makes this
divespot unique.

Turtle Highway

Umm Sid

Southern Oasis
Assala

Dahabeya

Three Pools
Baby Fish

From a sunbath on the boat, you
jump into the water where a virtual
forest of gorgonians is followed by
alagoon with exquisite coral heads
that attract numerous reef species
including swarms of anthias, scorpionfish, parrotfish, stingrays and
many more.

A mixture of coral gardens and sandy
areas with almost all coral species
represented, this spot is exciting to
look at, while relaxing in the current,
drifting to Moray Garden.

Seven Pinnacles

Means ‚Headland of the Crescent
Moon‘ and refers to the shape of the
reef. The dive can only be done at
high tide in perfect conditions. The
corals are in a pristine state and cover
the seabed as far as the eye can see.

One of the most famous dive sites
in the Red Sea is convincing with immersion into the deep blue and pulsating life along the steep face.

are shallow underwater overhangs
that are thrilling to explore. You can
watch the light shine through the
swarms of anthias and bannerfish
swimming upside down on the ceiling of the cave.

Between a sandy area and a huge
see grass meadow, where you can
find seahorses, morays and all kinds
of nudibranch, there is one pinnacle,
like an oasis in a desert, brimming
with life.

Ras Abu Helal

Blue Hole

Golden Blocks

The Caves

Ras Feli

Umm Sid features abundant fish life
and a variety of reef structures which
are all in exceptional condition as
the site was not dived as frequently
in the past as others in Dahab. Dive
trough a garden of table corals and
look out for the big gorgonia at the
beginning of the dive.
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